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1. LIAISON WITH "PILLAR".

2. URGENT OPERATIONAL QUESTIONS FOR "MAKSIM".

From: NEW YORK

To: MOSCOW

No.: 621

4 May 1944

Up to now the person who has been in liaison with PILLAR [STOLP] has been LUKA [LUKA][i]. Telegraph whether the liaison should be continued and through whom. Thus at the moment PILLAR has no cover and will be a superfluous burden.

No. 332

MAY [MAJ][ii]

In view of the fact that a number of urgent operational questions, with which in accordance with a decision [0% of the directorate [RUKOVODSTVO]] MAKSIM[iii] is to deal personally, pass through the office here, is it not possible [5 groups unrecovered] [0% MAKSIM and reach the office] [4 groups unrecovered].

No. 333

4th May

Comments: [i] LUKA: possibly Pavel KLARIN.

[ii] MAJ: Pavel Ivanovich PEDOSIMOV.

[iii] MAKSIM: possibly Vasilij ZUBILIN.
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